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Funding denied
for cataloging
Church papers
Toxies problematic
radioactive, materials since 1952.
The need for uniformity in federal
laws was cited as a major problem in
transporting taxies by Parke Garrard,
Managing Director for the Idaho
Motor Transport Association.
The Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act regulations are suppos-
ed to be "cradle to grave" inclusive,
according to Fred Millar, director of
the Environmental Policy Institute,
who said the regulation's weakest
link is in the transportation of hazar-
dous waste. "Federal fines (for car-
rier violatons) are extraordinarily
low," he said.
The current Idaho port of entry in-
spection program is insufficiently
funded to monitor all types of
shipments on state highways, accor-
ding to Lt. L.J. Nickerson of the
Idaho State Police. Problems the
state police routinely encounter are
improper packaging, unstable loads,
mixed loads of reactive substances,
speeding lind inattentive driving,
Nickerson said.
Attorney General Jim Jones said
a proposal to deal with transporta- '
tion and regulation of hazardous
material will be introduced during
,the 1986 legislative session. The
Hazardous Materials Transportation
Enforcement Act will fill a void in
the Idaho code. Jones said.
"We are probably behind most of
our neighbors in terms of regulation
of hazardousrriateriall' Jones said. ,
""We" roil 'hie"riskof 'b'cltigt!\c
primary dumpingspot inthis part of
the nation.
by Bill Sharp
Tile University News
Representatives of government, in-
dustry and citizen's groups par-
ticipated in the Idaho Conference on
Toxics which included discussions on
the problems of producing, transpor-
ting and storing toxic wastes in
Idaho.
- Topics discussed included tox-
ics legislation, effects of toxics on the
Idaho workplace, the superfund laws
(CERCLA), transportation of toxics
in and through Idaho and regulations
'of toxic waste disposal.
The primary concern with toxics in
Idaho comes from small quantity
generators, according to Steve Pro-
vant of the Idaho Department of
Health and Welfare. The largest small
quantity generators in Idaho are
businesses performing routine vehi-
cle maintenance and rebuilders of
lead-acid batteries, Provant said.
Others include pesticide producers,
abandoned mining and milling sites,
post and pole treatment businesses
and a variety of manufacturers of in-
dustrial and domestic products, he
said.
The largest hazardous waste
storage sites permitted in Idaho arc
Envirosafe Services of Idaho, lnc.,
sites A and Bnear Grandview and
Bruneau, and "Ihe Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory ncar Arco,
Envirosafe has received shipments of
polychlorinated bipheriyl(PCB) since
it opened in the late 1970s and IN
EL has received low specific activity
by PhIl Matlock
The University News
The Association for the
Humanities in Idaho rejected BSU's
request for funding to catalog the
papers of the late Senator Frank
Church.
"One of the key reasons for rejec-
ting the proposal was a lack of an ag-
gressive plan for focusing public at-
tention on the collection itself,"
Associate Director of the Humanities
in Idaho Tom Rybus said. According
to Rybus, an aggressive plan would
be one that included exhibits of or
lectures on the different portions of
the Church papers.
According to Ralph Hansen,
associate BSU librarian and director
of the project to catalog the Church
papers, the AHI's refusal to grant
funds was not a surprise. Although
BSU was encouraged by a staff
member of the AHI to request mat-
ching funds for the project, Hansen '
said he was aware that funds might
not granted because of the AHI's
policy requiring public presentation.
Hansen said the cataloging of the
Church papers would organize them
for research by scholars. Interest in
the Church papers has been express-
ed by.scholars in Idaho and several
other' states. A lack of' funds to
organize the Church papers' for
research is a significant loss to
scholars, Hansen said.
Requests for 'funding were also
denied by the National Endowment
for the Humanities and the National,
Historical Publications and Records
Commission, an office of the Na-
tional Archives. Both organizations
said they did not have the funds to
support the processing of recent
political figures, according to
Hansen.
"There isn't a lot of opportunity
for funding of this kind of project:'
Hansen said.
Originally BSU had projected that
the cataloging would take two years
to complete, but without funding,
there is no projected completion date,
Hansen said.
Hansen said he is working with the
AHI to define the amount of public
presentation the AHI would require
for funding. Hansen said he also is
considering funds that could be con-
tributed to the BSU library by the
Great Scholars Campaign.
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SenIor Rodney LImb helps holst" the nJig In preparatlen for this Weekend's
special eolor guard presenlation to kIckoff Ihe Real Dairy Classic basket-
ban tournament whieh will take place in the PavIlion. Photo by Chris Dutler
SUB Director accepts California position
"I think it's certainly got some ad-
ditional responsibilities in a different
capaclty;' he said.
'Paylor said Freeburn's position will
be handled by Assistant SUB Direc-
tor Mike Henthorne and Student Ac-
tivities Director lim Kreider until the
position can be permanently filled.
Henthorne will handle SUB opera-
tions and Kreider will handle student
activities business, he said.
"The .two of them will work
together on whatever needs to be
done;' Thylor said.
Taylor said he didn't foresee any
problems in fulfilling the position
permanently.
"It's an attractive kind of position
because of the dual nature-director
of student activities and the student
union:' Taylor said.
attractive institution. In many
respects it is the institution of the
future for Idaho. There's still an ex-
citement about Boise State. There are
too many pluses not to get exciting;
good people:'
A variety of changes and im-
provements have been implemented
during Freeburn's time with the
university, according to Taylor,
"There's been a maturation of pro-
grams developed in earlier years and
a. continuation of student involve-
ment. We would look for a continua-
tion of the same with the' new
manager,' he said.
Some of those changes include the
establishment of union short courses,
the expansion of art shows and' the
solidification of the relationship with
the Red Cross Blood Drive.
Thylor said, primarily due to the
work of Freeburn and his staff, BSU
hosted the Special Olympics back to
back. Hosting the event usually TUns
in three-year cycles, he said.
Freeburn's position at Northridge,
a college of 20,000. students nor-
thwest of- Los Angeles, will require
direct contact with the student body " by Mary Faekrcll bloatage" can be fought by caring
and. the university administration. The' University News deeply about words. He said writers
"In California, mostof the student" " should be finicky about the words
organizations are non-profit corpora- Author William Zinsser said they use because words are the only
tions]' he said. Freeburn said his job simplicity and clarity are important tool writers have. .
will encompass managing the enter- to good writing during the Writers' "Simplicity is a virtue in writing;'
prises the Associated Students SUP" and Artists series presentation Thurs- Zinssersaid. Most people who use
port; among those are a child care day in the Morrison Center. large, pompous words are trying to
program, the intramural activities, During the appearance, billed as be intelligent, but they come across
the ticket operation, the llccounting "How the Hell 'to Write Well:' Zin,sser as pretentious and boring, he said.
office and· the, business . office. said he did not choose the title, but ' "Don't sit down to commit an act
Freeburn wil1serve as secretary- , it '!VBS appropriatebecause writing is of literature;' Zimsersaid, adding
treasurer of the corporation. very hard. "Writing requires logical that writers should be themSelves. He
. "They're doing some real in- thinking:' he said. ' saidwrit!ng style should reflect the
. (eresting thingS:' Freeburn Said, ad- Zinsser said, "Clutteris the disease writer's· personality, "writers most
ding that Cal State Northridge is cur- "of· American writing:' .One of the ·.liked are those who can be identified
rently iriconsortium with theUmver-scveralexaniples he cited to illustrate with as peOple;' he added.
'sityofcalifomm; santa Barbara in thiS,WlIS,llsign that read Volume Zinsser said uwriting is fundam~n-
'. ;....•; ;', .,' •... .•. " . ' .." .' ."'.".' ..a joint v~nture; Accordirtg, 'to ~u~tioh ,Unit instead of Thwn tal to getting through the daY,' ar.d
Denny F.. QllI~' willlea,.e'~y;pee.31;Pbotc) byStei»heueJ;;Crant;, ' . Freebutrl·'Nortltrid~haSa·enanctf·; Dirtnpr"""; . ". ". .' .' . ..."... ...... '.. "
"(""':',' .' . , ',f;"~;'l~\;"';r"~:'.~'~""':'~T'b~o'nJligpai:rOftheut'iystein: . :,ZlnsSer~aidth~t~.or !'~r~at, ...S~ZinSSer,~page:3.' '
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of pride in the kind of operation we
have here," Freeburn said.
Freeburn said at least part of the
reason behind his career move was
the legislature's lack of support for
public education.
"lf you look at the fact thatthere
are people leaving this state from this
university and othcrs-s-that has to be
some sort of signal:' he said.
Dr. David 'Iaylor; Vice-President of
Student Affairs and Freeburn's
supervisor, said the lack of education
funding in Idaho is a drawback for
many state employees.
He added that the campus, the ci-
ty and the students serve as a draw-
ing point for filling the SUB direc-
tor position. Taylor said BSU is "an
by Jessie Faulkner
The University News
Citing a desire for professional ad-
vancement and discouragement at
the lack of state legislative support
for public education, SUB Director
Denny Freeburn has accepted the
position of General Manager for the
Associated Students, Inc. at Califor-
nia State University, Northridge.
Freeburn will finish a five and a
half year stint with BSU on Dec. 31.
He said he was excited about the new·
. opportunity, but that he will miss
both BSU and Idaho.
UI think we have one of the most
dedicated and caring sort of staff you
will find anywhere. We can take a lot
Zinsser stressed simplicity, clarity
as most important in writing well
-II
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OAP plans Powell trip
The BSU Outdoor Adventure Pro-
gram is planning a trip this
Thanksgiving break that combines
recreation and education plus college
credit.
.The trip to Utah's Lake Powell of-
fers fishing, sightseeing, scuba div-
ing, hiking and waterskiing. An op-
tional outdoor photography
workshop can be taken for credit.
The workshop will be designed to
meet thc needs of all levels of
photographers, with emphasis on
In
color photography. Optional credit
for the trip is available through the
Physical Education/Fitness Activities
program.
Cost for the Lake Powell trip is'
$250. The outdoor photography
workshop is an additional $40.
Outdoor ttipsand classes are
available to anyone over the age of
18. Sign-up for the trip in room 209 '
in the Gymnasium, or call 385-1570
for more information.
Take-out pizza
now offered by
food services
The Union Street Cafe in the
SUB is now offering take outpiz-
za from II a.m. to 8 p.m, Mon-
day through Friday.
"You can now pick up fresh
hot pizza on campus," Manager
Helen Harris said adding that
there are three available sizes.
Comet program to be presented
"Choosing a Telescope" will be the
topic of a discussion by the Boise
Astronomical Society which will
follow the movie.
From 8-10:30 p.m. there, will be a
viewing of Halley's Comet and other
objects between the Education
Building and the Campus Elemen-
tary School. if the weather permits.
with a complete rig. Freight hand-
ling procedures, trailer combinations
and uses, and basic truck'
maintenance and repair are among
the topics covered within the course.
The course recieves no state ap-
propriated funds. The program is
supported by the trucking industry,
with technical advisors from lR.
Simplot Co., May Trucking Co.,
Center supports gays, lesbians
medical referrals and contacts with
ihe National Gay Task Force.
Women's peer groups and videos are
held 1-5 p.m. Monday through Fri-
day. The center hosts a coffee house
'Friday and Saturday nights.
For more information call
336-3870.
Volunteer academic tutors needed
To help with this tutoring program
contact Kris Fischer, tutor coor-
dinator for Special Services for
Disadvantaged Students, between
8:30 a.rn. and noon, Monday through
Friday at 385-3684.
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Directory
assistance
for the disabled,
ispriceless
infonnation.
Ising the phone hook can he difficult for many
people with visual and physical disabilities. Often, calling
us is till' only way to get needed information, So we'd
like 10 help, .
If you. or SOllll'Ol\l' you know. have a special
pmblcm thai limits your abilitv to use the phone hook.
ymi don't have to pay 1(lrlocal dirertorv assistance,
-You can callus :l~often as you need 10. free of charge.
wilhout paying Ihe we· per call you'd otherwise he
charged after your first three calls,
Just conlact your service representath'e 10 arrange
1(lfa directory ;l-;sisl:U\Ct'exemplion. And gel priceless
infomla!ion that's \'aluahle 10 Yl.lurlife.
For theway you live.
@
Mountain Bell
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Dr. John Allen, BSU professor of
physics and Joel Slagg from the Boise
Astronomical Society will present an
illustrated presentation "Comet
HalleY,' Dec. 4 and 5, at 7 and 8;30
p.m, in room 112 of the Education
Building. A 1985 computer-generated
film, Comet Halley Encounters, will
be included in the program.
Tour to observe
Nicaraguan war
Dr. Errol D. Jones, Professor of
Latin American History witl lead a
.tour to Nicaraguafrom Jan. 6 to Jan .
16. The tour will depart from either
Boise or Salt Lake City.
The purpose of the trip is to give
interested observers the opportunity
to study the evolution of the revolu-
tion currently unfolding' in
Nicaragua.
If the tour departs from Boise, the
cost will be approximately $1,060. JJ
the departure and return point is Salt
Lake City, the cost will be approx-
imately $920.
Those interested in the tour should
contact Errol Jones at 385-3569 or
378-8082.
Go trucking with BSU Vo-Tech driving course
The school of Vocational Technical
Education will offer a Professional
Truck Driving course beginning Dec.
2.
The course is conducted with a
business format, and will consist of
ten weeks of instruction, eight hours
per day. Participants will advance
from controlled driving in non-traffic
areas to driving on the open road
The Community Center, Inc, a
non-profit organization offering sup-
port 'and services to the gay and les-
bian community of the Treasure
Valley, is located at 1202 N. 13th
Street.
The center offers the following ser-
vices: health education, housing,
BSU is seeking volunteers to tutor
students who are experiencing dif-
ficulties in . science, English,
mathematics or history. Volunteers
wil\ work on a one-to-one basis, or
in small groups.' Training will be
given.
Great Western Transportation and
Willis Shaw Express.
Applicants must be 21 years old,
obtain a chauffeur's license and have
a good driving record. Priorregistra-
tion is required. For more informa-
tion, contact the Vocational
Technieal School Student Services
Office at 385-1431.
Speakers listed
in BSU booklet
A 1985-86 Speakers Bureau
booklet listing BSU faculty and staff
members who are willing to speak to
organizations on a variety of topics
is now available at the University
Relations office.
The booklet includes the names of
over 160 BSU personnel available to
speak to civic organizations, schools,
churches and clubs.
'Iopics include stress management,
prison reform, women's issues,
fitness' conditioning, health care,
nuclear issues and career planning.
1b obtain a free copy of the
booklet write to BSU University
Relations, . 1910 University Drive,
Boise, ID 83725 or call 385-1577.
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Faculty's art
exhibited
fl- .. ·.
by Cary Driskell
Tile University News
Senior Jerry O'Mahony checks out art between classes in Liberal Arts Bllilding. Photo by Stephen J. Grant
portrait is a test run for a large series third, depicting an ocean scene, is one Smith, Jim Russell, ThrmoWatia, Pat
of portraits, which Kilmaster said he of a group of watercolors Hoopes is Machacek, Merlin Miller, Ron
is planning, that capture the essence painting for an art gallery in Lincoln Taylor, George Roberts, Howard
of people. City, Oregon. Huff, Amy Scov, Bill Benson, John
Assistant Professor Gaye Hoopes Professor John Thkehara is show- Taye, Louis Peck, Felix Heap and
is displaying a series of outdoor ing - several recent ceramic and James Blankenship.
scenes. One of his works at the show stoneware vessels. The ceramic pieces The gallery is open to the public
is of an older Boise home, part of a feature intricate, multi-hued glazes in from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
series Hoopes has done on local soft greens. Friday.
residences. Another watercolor por- Other faculty members with works
trays a skier's view of Sun Valley. A in the show arc Don Douglass, Brent
Iy real contest is with yourself"
Zinsser said Joe DiMaggio
unknowingly described the best way
to write when he said, "I thought
there must be at least one person in
the stands who had never seen me
play, and I didn't want to let him
down:' Zinsser also recommended
avoiding writing specifically for
somebody else because it is impossi-
The 1985 Faculty Art Exhibition
began Nov. II with a reception
featuring the artists.
The exhibition, featuring works of
photography, stoneware, watercolor,
sculpture and porcelain; will run until
Dec. 6 in the BSU Gallery of Art,
located on the first floor of the
Liberal Arts Building.
Assistant Professor Cheryl
Shurtleff's painting, Red and Green
Amphora, is on exhibit. It is one
of a series of seven Amphora pain-
tings which uses the ancient am-
phora, or urn, and brings it into
modern times.
Associate Professor David
Oravez' series of landscapes use sten-
cils and spray paint to produce a
smooth application of paint which
creates a fine finish.
Professor A.J. Kober, a sculpture
instructor, has two pieces at the ex-
hibition: a sculpture entitled
"Michelle'<-u fired clay, terra cotta
image of his young granddaughter-
and a mixed-media work titled
"Morphe"
One of Professor John Kilmaster's
paintings is an expressionistic portrait;
of himself at 50 years old. The large-
scale painting "was done at a
crossroads of my life; this is to keep
track of myself,' Kilmaster said. The
Zinsser--------.....-------------
Continued from page 1.
it does matter whether or not you
write clearly, from business letters to
term papers. He said, "just because
you work for an institution doesn't
mean you have to write like one"
Zinsser said writers should not
worry about other writers. "Writing
is a transaction between two people,
the writer and the reader,-and the on-
Good
Wednesday
Only ... Nov. 20RlDI•.- .. . With coupon get our16" regular crustpepperoni pizza,
plus 2 Cokes for $9.65
It's wild!
Hours:
Sun.-Thurs. 4:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.rn.
Fri.-Sat. 4:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
Domino's Pizza Delivers
1013 Vista
343·5995 Drivers carry less than $20.Llrnlted. delivery area.
ble to guess what others want. You
are only an authority on yourself, he
said.
Zinsser presented a special
workshop Nov. 15on the topic of one
of his books, Writing Witll a Word
Processor. He has written ten books,
including his most recent one,
William and Dwike.
Zinsser worked as a feature writer,
drama editor, film critic, and editorial
writer for the New York Herald
Tribune for 13 years. In 1959 he left
to become a freelance writer and
wrote for magazinessuch as Life and
The New Yorker. In 1970 he taught
courses in non-fiction and humorous
writing at Yale. He is now executive
editor of the Book-of-the-Month
Club.
State faces
-teacher exodus
by Angie Heppler
The University Neil'S
The teacher shortage, predicted by
the National Education Association,
will not be felt severely in the areas
surrounding Idaho's colleges and
universities, according to Dick Rapp,
director of Career and Financial Ser-
vices. Rapp said the shortage would
be felt in the state, however.
Rapp said the majority of elemen-
tary and many secondary teachers
graduating from :BSU are placed in
school districts in and around Boise.
He added that school districts out-
side college areas will see fewer
and fewer- teachers applying for
positions.
One reason Idaho will see fewer
teachers' is that. for the first time,
states across the country are
recruiting teachers from Idaho to
teach in their _schools, Rapp said.
"The surrounding states are not on-
ly offering about $5.000 more in
yearly pay. but they are also offering
them benefits that Idaho does not
have;' he said.
Dr. Richard Hart, Dean of Educa-
tion, said the average yearly wage in
Idaho for a teacher with a master's
degree and 10 years experience is
$19,500, while the national average
for the same qualifications is
$24,000.
Hart said Idaho's - graduating
teachers and even the experienced ,
teachers may be lured out of the state
because of higher pay and more
benefits.. .
Both Hart and Rapp said that even
though the enrollment of teachers in
the education college has been up 20
percent in the last three years, deman-
ding subjects such as mathematics,
science, and special education will
have fewer teachers, even in the col-
lege areas.
Come buy a bit of X'mas
Bell'{ Menyswemhirts
nowavailablem
the Bookstore
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Leave ratings to Nielsen
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lSILa great experience
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I recently had the opportunity to participate in the Idaho state Intercollegiate
Legislature, It was one of the best experiences ofmy two years at BSU.....
academic or extracurricular. " ,
ISIL Isamock legislature that holds legislative sessions in the Capitol
Building each fall and works on internal issues each spring. IUs composed
of delegates from colleges and universities all overIdaho, The state legislature
has the legislation ISIL passes available to it for, consideration and inter-
collegiate.legislatures in other states have seen their legislation passed by their
state legislature. ' '
This session,we dealt with some important issues.Wepassed bills, memorials
and resolutions dealing with spousal rape, taxation; right to work and harm-
ful food preservatives. Although I did not vote yes on all of-these issues, I am
satisfied that the majority ruled and that; as college students, wewill be heard
by the lawmakers. ' " '
I hope that the state legislators consider ISles legislation. It is not thelegisla-
tion of children; it is well-researched, fully.:considered and could be effective
if adopted. '
ISIL offers more than just the chance, important as it is, to have some degree
of political say-so. It is a learning experiencenot to be equalled in any classroom.
'Nothing an instructor can say 'will ever be the same as seeing a piece of
legislation you have supported and debated in favor of pass, or watching one
of your fellow delegates kill a bill by sheer persistence and long-windedness.
You will not be able to understand the advantages and disadvantages of our
political system as fully in a classroom as you will through participation.
ISILalsooffers the rather trite-sounding but exciting opportunity to meet
new, intelligent and concerned people and to become involved in relevant and
important issues.
Of course, it was not all syrupy good will and enthused involvement. There
were times when I thought I was going to have to wring the neck of one of
'the other delegates or burst. There were times when I thought I was going ,
to fall asleep (most notably during Senator Steve Symms' speech). Bills that
I was vehemently opposed to passed. Bills that I thought were worthwhile did
not. But on the whole, ISIL offers far more good things than bad.
One thing in particular did disappoint me, though. BSU was three delegates
short and the ones we did have, whatever their political views, tended to be
the kind of people who are already involved in student government or similar
activities. It would have been nice to have seen some of the students who are
concerned, but perhaps not active, become involved with ISIL.
Letters_----------Ka-re-il-K-am-m-a-n
CPS would offer diversity
Editor, Tile University News and old), chamber music, and a wide variety
of other music was also available. Additionally,
Perhaps, I don't fully understand what 'a they aired many programs from National
contract with CPB means for KBSU. However, Public Radio including some very excellent
if it means that the Boise community will have news programs. I very much miss this type of
a public radio station, I am all for such a radio in Boise.
contract. The currenlcontroversy'here at BSU should
My family and I recently moved from not be allowed to jeopardize this wonderful
Spokane, 'Washington to Boise. KPBX, opportunity for our city.
Spokane's public radio station, gave me a great Sincerely,
deal of listening pleasure. Symphonies were Duane R. McCrorie. R:r., M.S.
broadcast five nights a week; opera, jazz (new Instructor, department of Radiologic Science
Internships offer experience
Editor, Tile University News skills will improve their quality of life and aidin achieving the maximum educational benefit
from this University. I enthusiastically urge aU
students involved in the university educational
process to use any and all available means to
get involved with a motivating and interesting
internship to supplement their classroom
instruction.
In relation to the article on interns in last
week's issue, Iwould just like to re-emphasize
the importance in becoming involved in an
internship. •
I believe the principle purpose of an intern-
ship is to promote education and facilitate stu-
dent participation in the learning process.
Creating programs and opportunities for'
students to improve their acquisition of new
7l1C University
NEWS·
Brian K. Falck
ASBSU Treasurer
\ !
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Tile University News
I can see them now-bumperstickers pro-
claiming, "If rock and roll is outlawed then
only outlaws will have rock and roll:' or maybe,
"Register guns, not rock and roll:'
Here it is again-someone trying to impose
their righteous brand of conservative morals
on society. This time they want to rate records
according to the "obscenity content" of the
lyrics. By obscenities I gather they mean those
words referring to human sexuality, anatomy,
liberal politics, etc. '
The real motive behind this crusade is one
of selfish personal gain. These people are more
after, the media attention than anything else;
a chance to get on network news and tell
everyone about the evils of rock and roll.Cer-
titinlythey comprehend the absolute futility of
trying to deny the recording industry giants the
right to sell heavy metal or new wave or
whatever to the teenagers of this country.
I know of no scientific' studies linking rock
music with violent crime or moral depravity.
Although there have -been studies reporting
that, when exposed to rock and roll, some peo-
ple jerk around spasmodically on a dance
floor for no apparent reason. That is precise-
ly what rock music offers; having fun, relating
to peers, hearing what others have to say
coueoe ,Pless service
through music.
Ithink Frank Zappa made a relevant point
when he asked, at one of the- recent, senate
hearings, whether the rating committee would
be composed of "a bunch of housewives." Let
the record-buying public decide the fate of
rock musicans and bands and not people who
probably pl~y records backwards to find "hid-
den messages:'
Why do rock lyrics have to be so graphic?
Why does the violence depicted in movies have
to be so graphic? Because everything else is
passe and teenagers today are a little more
sophisticated about life than those growing up
in the '50s.
There is no need for subtlety. Kids these days
arc exposed to SeK and drugs and violence from
magazines, radio, TV and other media outlets.
Rock music does not exert the kind of in-
fluence that Rambo or Commandodo on the
big screen. You can draw your inferences from
lyrics. Look around, times have changed; kids
can now buy Barbie and Ken dolls with ac-
cessories that include a jacuzzi. That is
decadence.
It doesn't really take a genius to figure out
-what kind of subjects a band might allude to
in its lyrics. Album covers do give hints of the
extreme of the band and the contents of the
record. It's free enterprise-give the people
what they want. 1
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Next Issue--------
Tile University News staff would like to
take this opportunity to thank our readers for
their continuing support. Due to the
Thanksgiving holiday and the lack of
necessary time thereafter, our next publication
date is December 11, the last issue of the fall
semester. We will begin publication for the
spring on Jan. 22. During the Christmas
break, we will be moving into the recently
remodeled basement. of the former ROTC
building. Tune in for the date of our open
house. "
.... Out.& Aboul·...
MotleyCrue gives crowd a visual thrill, audio blast
by Laurie Hobbs
The University News
Motley Crue was certainly just
that, but the fans wouldn't have
wanted it any other way. The four-
member band arrived at the Pavilion
in the midst of their first headlining
tour, Theatre of Pain.
Fog rolled over the stage and the
music started, menacing and testing,
as the curtain disappeared. The feel-
ing of being taken on a trip to the
Twilight Zone was in the air. The
lights were dimmed and' focused
center stage as the riser unfolded to
reveal Tommy Lee seated at his drum
set. The rest of the band members
quickly got into playing position as
the lights came up.
Lead vocalist Vince Neil went right
into "Looks That Kill" as mega-watts
of blinding light pulsated to the beat.
The end of the song was highlighted
by fireworks on either side of the
stage.
The band went on to another of
their hits, "Shout At the Devil:' Ex-
plosions were set off on stage as the
backdrop with the Motley Crue logo
was highlighted.
Neil belted out the raunchy lyrics
of songs such as "Use It or Lose It:'
"Fight For Your Rights" and "Ten
Seconds to Love:' .
The jackhammer effect of those
songs was electtifying and intense.
Wednesday, Nov. 20
College Bowl: competition for
deans and administrators, SUB
Union Station, noon; residence hall
advisors, SUB dining room, 5:30 p.m,
Bill Cosby, Pavilion, 7:30 p.rn,
Tllursday, Nov. 21
State Board of Education, Lewis
Clark State College, through Nov. 22.
VICA Legislative Breakfast, TBA.
Empire Brass Quintet, Boise High
School auditorium, 8:15 p.m.
Neill Archer Roan, Mountain
Home High School gym, 8:00 p.m.
Albertson's Food Expo, Fair-
grounds, through Nov. 24.
•'riday, Nov. 22
song was, of all things, a ballad. Neil
almost stood still as he sang, while
surrounded in a mellow purple light.
Then the group changed gear and
went into "Red Hot:'
All of the band members but Lee
left the stage as the platform rolled
forward, carrying Lee and his drum
set with it. The audience witnessed
a spectacular display of raw enter-
tainment. The platform was raised
and tilted untilLee was sitting fac-
ing the stage floor; He looked up,
grinned and proceeded to blow the
crowd away with a sizzling, pro-
vocative drum solo.
The last song of the set was
"Smokin' in The Boys Room:' which
is a good song but it's been done
before. However, the song is stil1 a
hell-raising classic and the group'
couldn't go wrong with it.
The band came back for an encore
of "Helter Skelter" while sparks fell
to the stage from. the rafters above.
Even though their music was
distorted, technically, the opening
band Autograph had better musi-
cians, and a much stronger lead
vocalist. They cranked out the tunes
and held the crowd's attention nice- •
Iy. All the band lacks is a little fine-
tuning and polish.
Motley Crue explores sleazy, trashy
language in -depth.: and exploits
women to the fullest. Without all the
glitter and gimmicks there wouldn't
be much substance to the band. They
have played with Van Halen before,
and several times when watching Sixx
and Neil on stage, the audience got
the impression that they were doing
a cheap Eddie Van Halen-David Lee
Roth imitation.
The population of Boise wil1 easi-
ly be able to pick out the people in
attendance at last Friday's concert.
We'll be the ones running around
deaf for the next week or so.
"
The band's antics definitely reflected
their love of sex, drugs and rock and
roll.
As they went into a. new song,
"Home Sweet Home'' the audience
nearly went into shock because this
Club for English majors, organiza-
tional meeting', call 385-1246 or
385-1328 for information.
SPB film, Seeing Red. SUB Ada
Lounge, 7 p.m., admission is $2.50
for the general public and $1 for BSU
faculty, staff and students.
Faculty Artists Recital, JullaKole,
soprano; Madeleine Hsu, pianist,
Morrison Center recital hall, 8 p.m,
Real Dairy Baskeball Classic, BSU,
NNC, LCSC and lSU, Pavilion, 6:30
and 8:30 p.m., through Nov. 23.
Saturday, Nov. 23
Boise Philharmonic, pianist
Panayis Lyras, Morrison Center, 8
p.m.
Holiday Parade, downtown Boise .
OnStage------
Calendar-----------~-----------·,·~'~~JI.-
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Bouquet: Hi.:fops
Broadway Bar: Risky Business
Crazy Horse: The Briefs
Hennessy's: Sally Tibbs & Kevin Kirk
Pengilly's: Saga Street
Peter Schott's: Mary Ann and Andy
Johnson
Red Lion Oowntowner: Accent
Tom Grainey's: Heartbreak Radio
Victor's: Dee Anderson & Mariah
Whiskey River: Nasty Habit
• GREAT FOOD
+qOCKTAILS
• LATE NIGHT ACTION
Senior piano recital, Vicki Green-
field, Morrison Center recital hall, 4
p.m,
High school regional drama
festival, Morrison Center and SPEC,
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Lounge, 7 p.rn., admission is $2.50
for the general public and $1 for BSU
faculty, staff and students.
Idaho Theater for Youth, Mother
Goose, Education·Building, Reading
Center, 8 p.m, '
BSU jazz and keyboard pereussion
ensemble, lab singers, Morrison
Center recital hall, 8,P.m.
Monday, Nov. 25
Boise Philharmonic Encore Series,
pianist Panayis Lyras, Morrison
Center recital hall, 8 p.m,
Sunday, Nov. 24
SPB film, Seeing Red, SUB Ada
Tuesday, Nov. 26
Black Student. Union Meeting,
SUB Clearwater Room, 7:30 p.m.
nationalNSE student'..
exchange
jf You may attend one of over 75 academic
institutions across the country at little or no
extra cost
* N S E allows you to 'experience a refreshing
new cHmate"s~enery, culture and add to your
major field expertise
*You can lear~ more ,by contacting the
B S U ..N SE student coordinator in the student'
union building room 206 or phone 385 ..1280
OPPORTUNITY AWAITS YOU !
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on campu
Senior cadet Greg Waller fires a maehine gun during last week's National Guard duty. Photo by Chris Butler
by St:~e F. ~on
The University News
Rarc is regaining popularity among today's college-age students, accor-
ding to Lt. Col. Earl Steck, commander of the Bronco Battalion. College
students are seeing that it's not such a bad thing to serve the country, and
through ROTC you can do it as a leader and not a follower, he said.
Over 60 different academic majors are represented by the 100 cadets enroll-
ed in theRarC program at BSU. The ROTC came to BSU-in 1977 as an
extension of ISU's program. In 1983 BSU became a host school. "We are
nothing more than an extension of the university;' Stecksaid.
The Army ROTC is a four-year program consisting of two parts: the basic
course, usually taken in the freshman and sophomore years and an advanc-
ed course, usually taken in the junior and senior years. There is no military
commitment incurred during the basic course period and any student can
enroll in the military science classes.
The advanced course cadets attend a six-week summer camp between their
junior and senior years at Fort Lewis, Wash. When entering the advanced
course, the commitment is made with the Army.
The Rare program offers many cadets commissions as officers when they
receivean academic degree. Ninety-five percent of graduating cadets will apply
for active duty with an enlistment of from four years to a career in the Ar-
my. Of those graduates seeking active duty only 86 percent will be given orders
to report for duty. Scholarships are available that pay full tution, money for'
books and a living allowance.
"In high school, joining Rare was the furthest thing from my mind. The
reason I joined was because I heard about the scholarships and some friends
suggested I check into it. I was in college for two years before I got a scholar-
ship. Iprobably wouldn't be in school right now if Ididn't get a scholar-
.r
Senior cadet Bob Elieson (foreground) stands at ease in the.snow with other unit
members in an 8 a.m, formation at Fort Boise. Photo by Chris Butler
Senior cadet Greg Waller fires a SO-alliber machine gun Inthe desert, National Guard
sh!~:' Teri.Bow~an, a senior maj~ring in radiologic technology said.
. 'lentatively right now 1would hke to make the Army a career. I' would
hke to go to Germany on active duty in military intelligence for four years.
It depends on whether 1 like active dutY,' she said. She will receive a com-
mission as a second lieutenant. Out of the Army's 24 branches, women are
not allowed to participate in active duty in the infantry and armor branches.:'1do the same things as th~ guys do-the field training and marksman-
. ship that takes place over spnng break. Everything is equal, how fast you
get promoted and the pay grade;' she said. "Potential officers need to know
how to lead and not only howto fJgl)t. The Army hasother goals:'
The cadets are given responsibilities within the battalion. Jobs ale assign-Senior ~det Rodney Unib carefaJlyplolS out the offensive strategy for an upcOming driUwbleb
hIS unit wDI partldpate in Oil a detailed map. Pboto by Chrb ~uder '.
Ci i'heUnivemtyNeWSWedneSd&Y' November.20,l.98S .,.'
IS
ROfC color guard at BSU·CaI Poly game Satunlay (left to right) Casey
Simpson, Jack Shipp, Lonnie Holcombs and Scott Croft. The ROfC
handles the color guard for all home games. Photo by Chris Butler
cd and must be completed before a specified time. Each cadet is given a dif-
ferent job. Bowman said she will be in charge of organizing a Christmas
dinner for the cadets. "It teaches you how to organize. You have to meet
deadlines:' '
Senior' cadets attend lab sessions for two hours on Thursdays. Bowen said
she has been to Gowen Field aviation orientation. This semester she is tak-
ing advanced military science courses in ethics and military justice. With
about IOfemalecadets in the program, Bowman said more women need to
become part of the Bronco Battalion. '
The eadets are also involved in extra curricular activities like the color guard
at sporting events, parking control and the ranger team which conducts ad-
ditional training and competes against teams from other colleges. The BSU
ranger team competes against teams from Colorado, Utah, Arizona and in-
state schools like ISU. The two top teams go on to further competition at
Fort Lewis.
Greg Metzger, a senior in political science and a member of the Ranger
team was planning on a military career in high school. Helms been in the
BSU program for four years and has received scholarships for three years.
'''What I like about ROTC is the activities that you don't find in the civilian
sector. It offers travel and adventure, a chance to see places that you might
not have the opportunity to see otherwise:'
The Ranger team participates in various outdoor activities, similar to ac-
tual Army Ranger activities. Orienteering encompasses map reading skills
, as well as identification of places OQ amap, all with the added difficulty
of a one-hour limit. The squad practices reconnaissance patrols in which
they are given information which they must go out and find and bring back.
Along with five mile runs, physical training at 6:30 a.m, on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays the ranger team practices first aid, patrolling,
marksmanship and other physical activities. '
"Rangers in the Army are different
from what we do in ROTC. In the Ar-
my, their function is primarily quick
response units. Basically we just prac-
tice some of the skills:'
"The competition to get on active du-
ty is stiff. It depends on how you finish-
ed in class and how you finished at
camp:' Metzger said he plans on' mak-
ing the Army a career.
"I think the ,times are definitely
changing. I was in the fifth grade when
Vietnam was going on and lessons have
been learned from the Vietnam War.The
Army is more professional. There is
more concern for the soldiers and it's a
volunteer structure that the Army
operates under now:' he said.
Under the early commissioning pro-
gram, junior history major Carl Butler
is a second lieutenant but has one year
left to complete his academic degree
before active duty. Having been in the
National Guard, he was able to get an
early commission.
"I had prior military experience so,
when I came to school, I enrolled in up-
per division classes and that helped me;' ,
he said. "ROTC gives you a good grasp
on how to work with people. One of the
first things they teach you is, how to
manage your time and balance ROTC
and academic classes:'
Rodney Limb, a communication
senior, is planning to go on a tour after
ani Sergeant looks on. Photo by Chris Butler graduation but doesn't plan on making
the military a career. "I'm doing it for
the experience in learning management
and leadership:' ,
Learning to balance academic classes andROTC duties can be burden-
some, Limb said, adding that, "it does cramp your academic studies but
ROTC helps you learn to coordinate activities and which things deserve
priority"
Junior cadet Theresa Getter completes paperwork at Fort Boise as part
of her two day per month National Guard duty. Photo by Chris Butler
Junior Jack Shipp does push-ups while junior David Dahle urges him on during a physical
tmining test In the auxiliary gym. The test is required of all cadets. Photo by Chris Butler
Lt. Col. Earl Stetk,'commander of tbe Bronco Bat-
taIion and cbaIrman oftbe department of MUitary
Science, and Capt. Peter C. Koebler~ assistant pro.
fessor.of Military Sdence,oversee weeklY. ROTC staff
meeting. Pboto by Stepben J. Grant '
•. ' :", ,:'., ~, •!
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Literature
of Idahoans
featured in
anthology
by David Thomason
The University News
The best of Idaho literature by
over 50 .native and non-native
authors is being compiled into an an-
thology by Associate Professor of
English James Maguire.
The anthology, The Literature of
Idaho: All Anthology, wiII include
the works of poets, songwriters,
journalists and novelists that deal
with Idaho.
Maguire said the anthology begins
with the oral literature of Idaho In-
dians and includes selections from
important periods of Idaho history
as well as works from the present day.
The authors represented in the an-
thology include Washington Irving,
Ernest Hemingway, Grace Jordan
and Vardis Fisher.
Maguire said he first saw the need
for a collection of Idaho literature in
. the early 1970s when he had difficul-
ty locating a copy of one of the
works of the Idaho playwright Talbot
Jennings. But a lack of interest
among his colleagues about an Idaho
anthology dampened his enthusiasm
for the project. Maguire's interest in
the anthology was revived when he
was assisting a student working on
a similar anthology. When the stu-
dent decided not to undertake the
project, Maguire began to collect
Idaho's literature. .
"People should have access to their
state's literature:' Maguire said. .
The. anthology will include
photographs and illustrations as well
.as a bibliography for people who
want to read more Idaho literature.
Maguire also included a list of sug-
gested reading at the end of each of
. the anthology's six sections.
The anthology wiII be published
next spring as part of theHemingway
Western Studies publication series on
Western American culture. The
300-page book will cost $17.95 but is
available for $15.95 if ordered before
June I, 1986. Orders must be placed
through the BSU Bookstore.
James Maguire
Balance time and energy to combat finals stress
by Dominique D. Oldfield
The University News
While each person reacts to stress
differently, the human body has
some common responses to stress,
according to Dr. Jim Nicholson,
Counseling and Testing Center
Director.
Feeling anxious, feeling irritable,
overeating, feeling uptight, arid cry-
ing are some early signs of stress,
Nicholson said, adding that the more
serious symptoms are insomnia,
stomach cramps, depression and
lowered self-esteem, which can lead
to severe stress symptoms such as
ulcers and suicidal tendencies. Ap-
proximately IO percent of the
students who visited the counseling
center this year had suicidal tenden-
cies, according to Nicholson.
DEAR SPUDS, I have a
bad case of the doldrums.
My sweetheart is out of
town and I have nothing
to do.
DEAR SPUDS, What is
the meaning of Life?
Students need to balance their time
and energy, according to Nicholson,
who said that time and energy con-
sist of personal, productivity, and
relationship-oriented areas. All three
areas need to be balanced and
students should not wait until a week
before finals to balance them"
Nicholson said.
Before students can balance these
areas they must be realistic about
their goals and have planned specific
steps to reach these goals, Nicholson
said. Students must be aware of the
symptoms of stress and be willing to
Heavy Heart
DEAR HEA VY HEART,
Sounds as if you need the
sure cure for the doldrums.
Get out your party hats,
confetti and streamers, put
some BUD LIGHT on ice
and invite your friends over
for a party.
HU·D
LIGHT
Phil Phrom Philosophy
"
reevaluate their goals if necessary, he
said.
The pamphlet, "About College
and Stress:' suggests ways to ease the
stress of studying. Among them are:
I. Choose a quiet place to study.
2.Learn to manage your time and
energy and do not give into those
mid-term get-togethers,
3. Take a break after each hour of
studying.
4. Recognize your limitations.
5. Do not rely on cramming. It is
a disorganized method of studying
which increases anxiety and
Affordable
Classic and
Contemporary
Posters.
Vosters ~tC.DEAR PHIL, All I knowis my great-uncle Phuds
told me; "Every good thing
is going to happen to one
party or another, so always
keep plenty of BUD
LIGHT in hand." After
all, I'd hate to wake
up some morning with a
friend at the door saying,
"You should have been
there last night!!!"
Send your letters to Spud Mackenzie P.O. Box 2038 Boise Id 83702
lIlli W. IDAHO
DOWNTOWN BOISE
UTDOORSMAN
6987 OVERLAND
Personnel Selection of ASBSU is now taking
applications for the following positions:
•ASBSU Senator-Business
-ASBSU Judiciary
-Student Policy Board
- Bookstore Advisory Board
-Commencement Committee
-Financial Aid Committee
-Executive Food Service Advisory
-Matriculation Committee
•Library Committee
•Academic Standards. Committee
for information call 3-85-3753or second floor
SUB in ASBSU offices
6732 Gl.ENWOOD
confusion.
6. Be optimistic. Encourage
yourself with positive thinking.
The'pamphlet states that manag-
ing stress requires eating right, exer-
cising at least three times a week, get-
ting plenty of sleep, and taking time
to relax. To have a less stressful finals
week, students should start balanc-
ing their time and energy now,
Nicholson said.
The BSU' Counseling and Testing
Center, located on the sixth floor of
the Education Building, offers more
information on coping with stress.
The center's purpose is to help
students become more effective in
dealing with concerns about personal
and academic goals, according to the
center's brochure.
Students wanting information or
appointments can call the Counsel-
ing and Testing Center at 385-1601 or
drop by the center.
-Acadernlc
Search
Talent
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Look for the following
stories in the Dec. 11
issue of
71leUniversity
NEWS
-Landlords, tenants
and renting in Boise
-Gift buying guide
-Seasqnal
Employment
-ASBSU
Adopts-A-Family
.~.." ":'-":" ' "" ".- ...
-CamfJus News
It's a kid at the computer
by John Starr
The University News
Sixth grade teacher Dick Baker
and BSU education. professor Dr.
Wenden Waite are cooperating in an
experiment involving the use of
micro-computers .in a sixth .grade
class at Campus Elementary School.
Waite and formerBSUfaculty
member Dr. John Hoge became in-
terested ·in the use .of micro-
computers at-the grade school level
two years ago. They contacted Baker
who had an interest in teaching his
students' BASIC.
That year students were taught
BASIC programming, word process-
Jng, and Logo, a geometry program
by Karen Kammann
The University News
The Idaho State Intercollegiate
Legislature had its second legislative
session Nov. 6-9 in the state Capitol
Building.
. ISIL is a mock legislature which
"as closely as possible resembles the
state. legislature:" according to
ASBSU Senator John Hetherington,
who is,also ISI~s lieutenant gover-
nor..Hetherington said all three bran-
ches of governm~nt are represented
within ISIL.
for teaching children.
. Last year Waite and Baker in-
stigatedan experiment to find out if
"the micro-computer can really help
in an academic subject:' Waite said.
. Baker's sixth grade reading class is
given the opportunity three times
each week to use the Education com-
puter lab. Students. work on' pro-
grams like Comprehension, Spelling,
and Word Attack (a' reading skills
program). Those students notwork-
ing with the micro-computer study
their reading assignment.
"Computers make a significant
difference in children's learning and
scores on reading achievement tests:'
Baker said.
· Waite said that the program is be-
Wolf myths discussed
by Kirk Spelman
The University News
The Wolves and Humans Sym-
posium, which was held Nov. 14 in
the SPEC, dealt with human
understanding of wolves.
Drs. L. David Mech and Ellen J.
Steckert and Judith Levin spoke at
the event, sponsored by the Associa-
tion for the Humanities in Idaho, the·
Defenders of Wildlife and the Stu-
dent Programs· Board.
"Wolves in Folklore and Science"
was the first of a three-part series of
symposiums produced in conjunc-
tion with the Wolvesand Humans ex-
hibition at the Idaho State Historical
Museum.
Between 200 and 250.peopleat-
tended the event, which had a com-
bination lecture-slide show.
Mech gave a brief explanation of
a scientific study on the 1,200wolves
left in Minnesota.
"Central Idaho has perhaps 15
timber wolves remaining:' Mech said.
Several wolf folklore stories were
told, including some about the
.human tendencies of wolves as well
as some about their evil tendencies.
The representaion of wolves in
children's stories .throughout time
was the final lecture subject.
Today's trend in stories is to repre-
* 'HEYWOOD'S *
RESALE .
Quallty-Contemporary-Clean
Mens, Womens. and Chlldrens
Clothing & Accessories
DlsheslNlc-NacslBooks
& Much More
1520 Vista
344-5008
8Pregna n.t?Need. . .•". 1..-.1_". . 11t:1ltJ r
Free.·.pregnancy· ...test
BIRTHRIGHT
... 342-1~98
• All help, Is.confidential & free
sent the wolf as being "bad:' but only
because they are stereotyped that way
and have no other choice, Levin said.
· She said that in the stories thewolf
will be a "good citizen" when given
• the chance.
• ~•. ," .' '!".
ing repeated this year in order to find
out if the same results occur.
According to a questionnaire Waite
administered, most students wanted
to work. on the computers in class
and their enthusiasm increased as the
year progressed. The students also
tended-to get away fromthe game
programs. and concentrate more on
the learning programs. The reasons
the pupils gave included that the lear-
ning programs "improved their
academic performance"
waite said he hopes that their fin-
dings will eventually make their way
into the mainstream and help other
teachers in deciding how micro-
computers can be used in the
classrooms of today;
Slxth-graderTyler Ruberry .gets some computer advice from his teaclier,
Dick Baker. The c\assls using the BSU Iab's computers In an experiment
'dealing with. microcomputer teaching. Photo by ~hris Butler
first session of Washington's inter"
collegiate legislature and ISICsCon-
stitutional Convention was held later
that spring at BSU, Gillin said.
Gillin said he was ''amazed at the
progress that had been made" at this
fall's session and that he thought the
debate was well-researched, profes-
sional and pertinent.
"The bills, I thought, were wider
in scope and better-researched" than
last fall, Gillin said.
Associate Justice for ISIL Jim
Mosley said he thought ISIL "ex-
presses to the legislature what is on
the students mind and what we see
as issues within the state"
Hazzard said he thought ISIL was
important not only for the input it
gives students, but for its educational
value.
seriously it will be taken ..
Some of the bills, resolutions, and
memorials passed .by the student
legislators this fall include a bill to
put a student member on the State
. Board of Education, a bill to tax
hydroelectric production and a
memorial to the legislature of the
United States, saying that ISIL en-
dorses "the concept of no additions
to wilderness designations in the
State of Idaho:' '
ISIL is the only one of the 19 in-
tercollegiate legislatures in the nation
to have a judicial branch, Hether-
ington said.
ISIL began when former ASBSU
president Steve Jackson and .ISII.:s
Speaker of the House Albert Gillin
heard former intercollegiate governor
Melody Murphy speak on inter-
collegiate legislatures at the October,
1983 SBOE meeting,Gillin said. In
the spring of 1984 Gillin, Jackson
and some other students attended the. '- --------.--------..LLI ....
Lower Level
Carroll's Building
,.! 816 W, Bannock
!''-:'.'' Boise, Idaho 83702.."you never soa-u-s-a-gee a place"
LOOK FESTIVE FOR THE HOLIDAYS
WITHamlaUI:;/ARAN1E~~::::::~~:~S
fEDERAL IIEDIT union Boise, IdahO B3709& Phone 377-4600
Guaranteed Student Loans are loans to the student up to $2,500 per
academic year. The interest rate during repayment is now 8 percent for new
students. The net proceeds of your loan is disbursed to you in one check
to allow you to earn interest on your balance until you need to use the funds
for educational purposes. . .
Guaranteed Student Loans are now available at Capital Educators Federal
Credit Union for eligible members attending BSU and other institutions of
higher education. . '
Are you presently paying a service charge on your checking account?
Would you prefer to have no service charge on your checking account and
earn daily dividends on your checking account that has no minimum re-
quired balance? . -
See Capital Educators Federal Credit Union about these and other low-
cost services available to our members. If you are not currently a member,
you may be eligible to join if you are a full-time BSU student or a family
member of a student .
Elegant
Pre-Polished
Nails that
will add
that final
touch
to
your
Holiday
Wardrobe ANY MOOD OR FASH!ON
YOU DESERVE TO LOOK YOUR BEAUTiFUL BEST WITH
CUSTOM NAILS
20 EXQUISITE
COLORS TO MATCH
26.50 set-Expertly Designed-Easy application
For Information or Appointment Call 208/376·0679
Ground level business opportunity or beautify and enhance
your self image
BUStNESS HOURS
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m,
Wednesday 9:00 a.rn. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday & Friday Drive-up window open til 5:30 p.rn.
.---------------------------~--~-----I
\ rS\. ..' .50¢ OFF \
I \.~ . ON I
: }.~ LITE ROAST BEEF .:
: .'' . OR LITE TURKEY DELUXE:
I I
I ' I
i * BSU SPECIAL *\I . I
: offer .expires 11..30~~5 I
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---Spurts
Broncos whomp Cal Poly, 42·14 Hoopsters
defend title
at Classic
by Chris Walton
The University News
The'BSU offensive backs gained
285 yards rushing Saturday. as .'the
Broncos overwhelmed Cal Poly-San
Luis Obispo 42-14,settin~ up an im-
portant BigSkyConferencematchup
this weekend in Moscow's Kibbie
Dome.
,The Broncos will travel to Moscow
Saturday at 1 p.m, to meet the U of
1Vandals with first and second place
in the Big Sky on the line.
If BSU defeats the Vandals, the
University of Nevada-Reno will win
the conference title, followed by BSU
and the Uof I. .If the Vandals win,
they will place first, followed by UNR
and BSo.
The Cal Poly game, a 35-0 rout at
halftime, saw six Bronco backs gain
over 25 yards on the ground, in-
cluding Todd Anderson (82 yards),
Hazsen Choates (60 yards), Jon
Francis (57 yards), Dale Goodwin (50
yards), Cliff Sexton (27 yards) and
Andy Regimbal (26 yards).
BSU received two touchdown runs
each from Regimbal and Anderson,
while Goodwin and Francis .each
scored once.
The teams exchaaged punts to
begin the game before Choates
started a 75-yard drive with a 29-yard
pass across the middle of the field to
tight end jon Cox, one of only four
passes BSU completed in the game.
Francis passed the i,OOO-yardrushing
mark for the season during the drive,
which ended when he found a hole
on the right side and overpowered a
Cal Poly linebacker for the Broncos'
first touchdown. Moran added the
PAT and five more in the game, ex-
tending his streak of extra points
without a miss to 31.
Tho plays later, BSU got the ball
back when Phil Bartle made a leap-
by.Chris Walton
The University News
The Bronco basketball squad will
entertain Lewis and Clark State-Col-
lege Friday at 8:30 p.m. in' the
Pavilion in game two of the Second
Annual Real Dairy Classic.
ISU meets Northwest Nazarene
College at 6:30 p.m. and the tourna-
ment will conclude with two games
Saturday.
BSUwo.n last year's tournament
with a victory over ISO, The College
of Idaho also participated in the 1984
tournament instead of LCSe.
Wendy's Restaurant will sponsor
the Under-50 club for the third con-
secutive season, athletic director
Gene Bleymaier announced Monday.
This year's club will have a slight rule
change, however.
For the last two seasons, Wendy's
has awarded a hamburger, 7-Up and
Choates scrambled for 34 yards on fries to anyone presenting a ticket
the first play to advance the ball in- stub from a home game in' which
to Cal Poly territory, and on a fourth- BSU held an oppenent to under 50
down-and-goal situation two minutes points.
later, Anderson dove over the line for This year, that will still apply,
a 35-0 halftime lead. along with the awarding of a 7-Up
Cal Poly's first score arrived when and fries for an under-55 score and
quarterback Robert Perez threw a 7-Up for an under-60 score, Also,
30-yarder to Clark Sorenson, the unlike the past, BSU must win the
Mustangs' leading receiver. game.
Andy Regimbal scored on the B1eymaieralso announced the for-
Broncos' next possession on a seven- marion of the Bronco Hoopster
yard scamper through the line, and Club, sponsored by Wendy's for
Cal Poly's Joey Kolina bulled for a I anyone 12 years old and younger.
one-yard touchdown on the Membership in the club is $9 and in-
Mustangs' ensuing drive. eludes a t-shirt and a season ticket.
Junior tailback Todd Anderson scores a touchdown on a two-yard plunge In the Cal Poly game'Saturday. BSU's
offensive backs gained 28S yards rushing in game. The Broncos bead to Moscow this week. Photo by Chris Butler
a fumble before the end of the
quarter, which led to a 53-yard
Choates-to-Fitzgerald pass, leaving
the Broncos at the' Cal Poly seven.
Goodwin carried up the middle on
the next play for the score.
Cal Poly didn't have much luck on
their next series of plays,either, as
runningback jim Gleed had the ball
stripped at theCal Poly 35. BSU
safety Steve Harris recovered, and
seven plays later Anderson found a
hole for a four-yard touchdown run.
Cal Poly punted after another un-
successful series, leaving the Broncos
with the ball on their own 26.
ing interception at the Cal Poly 41
yard line. After a first-dgwn pass to
Pat Fitzgerald and runs by Francis
Anderson, Choates dropped back to
pass and was collared by a Cal Poly
defender, who drew a facemask
penalty while Choates broke away
from the tackle and rushed to the six;
Because of the penalty, the ball
was set at the three, and after an un-
successful run by Francis, Choates hit
Regimbal with a four-yard toss at the
goal line. BSU led 14-0after the PAT
with 2:49 remaining in the first
quarter.
Linebacker RexWalters recovered
SPORTSEHCHAnGE
NEW & USED SKI EQUIPMENT AND APPAR~L
10% off
any skis, boots or bindings with student I.D.
1029 Broadway thru 11/30 385·0440
20% OFF
ENTIRE STOCK
NOVEMBER zr«, 22.nd, & 23rd.
lOam to 9pm
BEST BETS
Whi{;'h earl\} pregnancu test lsas
eas\} to read as red, no-white, \}es?
Which is a simple one-step test?
Which has a dramatic color change
to make the results unmistakable?
Which is 98% accurate, as accurate
as manu hospital and lab tests?
Which is portable for convenience
and privacy?
Test yourself.
MARMOT GORTEX WARM 11 PARKA REG. 249,";
*NOW 199."10
NORTHFACE VE24 - 4 SEASON TENT REG. 420.
1111 *NOW 336.1111
PATAGONIA SYNCHILLA JACKET
REG. 94.;11 *NOW75.bll
.J
MARMOT GOPHER SLEEPING BAG REG. 504.~'
*NOW403."h
NqRTHFACE EXTREM,E GEAR -J ACKETS REG. 199."; *NOW
159. ~Io
-BIBS REG. 179.·; *NOW
143. ~b
,.
(*PRICES ARE IN EFFECTNOV. 21,22,&23 only)
iSllldH la~nOA
'lll~!lHJ,nOA '.
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30 ChemIcal
compound
32 Acknowledg-
ment of debt
33 Fish eggs
35 Craftier
39 Fortissimo:
abbr.
40 Born
41 Symbol for iron
44 Dress border
46 Frees of
46 Spreads lor
drying
49 Chop
50 Be in debt
''51 Crimson
52 Female deer
54 Night bird
55 Stalemate
56 The sell
59 Symbol for
tellurium
DOWN
1 Viper
2 Kind of cross
3 Goddess 01
healing
4 Imitates
5 Nonconformist
6 Sign on door
7 Greek letter
6 Employed
9 Greek letter
10 Falsehood
- 11 Affirmative
16 Stitch
16 Long loose
garments
20 Dine
22 Dinner course
23 Piece .of cutlery
24 Babylonian
deity
26 Abrogated
26 Roman weight
29 Beef animal
tance measure
35 Drunkard
1 Devoured 36 Distross signal
4 Farewell 37 Latin '
9 Work at one's conjunction
trade, 36 Opulence
12 Capuchin 41 Toll
monkey 42 Dare
13 Liquid measure: 43 Unit of
pI. portuguese
14 Hasten currency
15 pocketbooks' 44 German title
17 Eagles' nests 45 Teutonic deity
19 Actual being 47 Heraldry:
21 To carry out grafted
22 Swerve: colloq. 49 Hideous
25 Organ of 53 Lower in rank
hearing 57 Female sheep
27 Foundation 56 Lavished
31 Collection ,01 fondness on
lacts 60 Peruke
32 Engages the 61 Marry
attention 01 62 Sows
34 Chinese dis- 63 Sign of zodiac
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ANSWER
TO
LAST
WEEK'S
PUZZLE
Buster Buddies
Robin Lee Grube
HERE HE
COMES NOW!
..
]
HALF PRICE!
on all labor concerning
painting and auto
body work
(usual shop rate
$20 per hour)
our work is guaranteed and "'-l'e~~~~~J'l.Aal
done to customer's satisfaction
A-1 QUALITY PAINTING
For a free estimate call And at 345·6022
r--------------------------------------~ .e\(;~~; $TOR-IT).INDOORS! ~0\CO~rOnco fans ...
I .'FO ~.;:{A,,", "1I1~~.• ,O••~ate4 I meet at the Spruce
• . Il04B.lE SlOR. 4t,H.v ,,~ • before and after the
I-OVER 1500 RENTAL·ST. ORAGE UNITS I f tb II .
24 DIFFERENT SIZES .00 a game.1-3 CONVENIENT BOISE LOCATIONS i'"
I -SPECIAL BUSINESS RATES .•I WIDE DRIVES-BIG DOORS I BeereWine.Burgers·PooleVideo
: 24 ~ ~ : The Spruce Tavern. .. >.
: ~. . : 521 So. Main ~
I L".,..aLLT AWU!O I Moscow,' Idaho
1i
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Lost & Foune:i
Found: Woman's engagement ring in the
business building Nov. 5. 'Ielephone the
Union Station at SUB 8 a.m.-5 p.m,
385-1448.
Rentals
Spend your night at VICTORIA'S BED
AND BREAKFASf with relaxed at-
mosphere in a rural country setting with
plenty of clean fresh air! Book your par-
ties and receptions. Special introductory
rate. Call evenings 208-362-0507.
Tho bedroom, IVI bath, WID, stove/ref.,
cable ready, fireplace, partially furnished,
duplex, Park Center area, available Dec.
IS-June IS. $325 /month. Call 336-1762.
Services
SPECIAL STYLE OR CUT -$7.00 just
in time for the holidays call Kari Jo at T.J:s
STYLING STUDIO 384·5696. Eagle's
Center, 223 North 6th,Boise.
GOOD 10DAY ONLY-clip the coupon
in today's University News and get a
16-inch regular crust pepperoni pizza plus
2 cokes for $9.65 at Domino's Pizza,I013
Vista 343-5995. -
WHAT W,ILL YOU DO with all your
things when you go home for holidays???
STOR-IT INDOORS. Student special
rates. Office and rental information,
376-8750.
Tile University News will publish our
Christmas issue on the 11th of December.
Be in it. See what 11.000students can do
for your business. Call our advertising
Dept. at 385-1464.
DO YOU HAVE BOOKS you need to
sel1??Extra money for the holidays, Place
a CLASSIFIED AD in Tile University
News for only 10' a word (With Student
1.0:). Come in our office on the second
floor of the SUB or call 385·1464.
Business Opportunities
100's WEEKLY MAILING CIR-
CULARS. Working spare time at home.
Send self-addressed stamped envelope to:
JYi. Hall (Dept.]) 1890 N. Emory Ave.,
Simi Valley, CA 93063.
Ground level opportunity to work in
dynamic,new business in this area-
CUSIOM NAILS. Work from your home
part-time or full-time. See how easy it is
to demonstrate and profit by transfom-
ing ordinary fingernails into beautiful ex-
pertly and uniquely designed pre-polished
nails. For Appointments call CUSTOM
NAILS Specialistat 379-0679 after 6:30
p.m. '
, ' '
$Need Cash? $500/1000 Stuffing
envelopes! Guaranteed! Rush stamped ad-
dressed envelope to McManus Enter-
prises.Box 1458/UN,Springfield, Oregon,
97477.
$10.$360 Weekly/Up Mailing Circulars!
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-
addressed stamped envelope: Success, P.O.
Box 470 CEO, Woodstock, IL 60098.
. ... .,;.' "-., -. ~ -'. '. . -.~-------------------------I at IS" 'j'tylinuJtudi{) 1
.1 Appointments and walk ..ins ,I
560.00 'PER HUNDRED PAID for I S' ~ 'f S' 'f C' t $7 00 I
remailingletters from home! Send self- I .peCla -fy e or ' u -' ," I
addressed, stamped envelope for informa-. I '. th ' ' I
tion/application. Associates, Box 95-B, I I C WI COupon I
Roselle. NJ 07203, Eag e's 'enter . J I
TYPISl'S-$500 weekly at home! Write: I223 North 6th Kart 0 I
P.O. Box 975, Elizabeth NJ 07207. I Boise, Idaho,' 384-5696 . d;'t:li,ti---------------------------For Sale
DYNASTAR OMEGLASS SKI $35.00;
ROSSINGNOL SM EQUIPE $42.00,
PRE 1200 '49.00, SOLOMON 727
EQUIPE BINDINGS $77.00, ETC.,
ETC., ETC. 100/0OFF SKIS,BOOTS,
BINDINGS WITH STUDENTI.D.'S,
THROUGH NOV. 30. SPORTS EX-
CHANGE, 1029BROADWAY,385·0440.
FENDER TELECASfER..c..BLACK w/
rosewood neck and Peavey- Amp and
extras-all in excellent condo $450.00 or
best offer. Phone: 342-,~439.
-Holiday Greetings '
from
Victoria's
[
Bed and Breakfast
10325 West Victorv
Boise, Idaho 83709
L
'.receptions ,-meeungs 208-362-0507call evenings
10:===310:===3
------...,
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343-61911
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Limit-4 orders per coupon Expiration Date I
coupon has no cash value Dec. 20, 1985 I
Sun. thru Thurs. 6:30 a.rn. to 1 a.m, I
Open Friday and Saturday till 3 a.m. IL ~
Big Boy Hamburger
fries and med. Coke
$2.99
mon day.- $1.50 Pitchers
• Coors & Budweiser Kickoff 'til 12:00
tues day - 75<;Schnapps
• Lots of Flavors 9:00 'til 12:00
wednes day ~ FREE Champagne
for the Ladies
• Buy your first glass for $3.00 -
FREE REFILLS!!! 9:00 'til 12:00
thurs day - Beat the Clock!!!
• 2Sc DRAFTS
SOcWELL DRINKS
Star ts at 7:00. Prices increase Scon 'orafl!'; ami lOc on
Well Drinks every half hour 'til 9:30. lie II",e eurly!!!
fri day - $1 .00 Budweiser
.16 oz. Cans from 7:00 'til 9:00
satur day - Wheel of Fortune
• Spin the wheel every hour
for a Super Special!
sun day - Get a ~~BOOT"out of
Mr. Q's
• Buy your 20 oz. BOOT for $3.00
Refills are SOc 'til midnight.
Team Specials
Groups of four in same uniiorm
enjoy pitchers for $1.50
Monday thru Thursday
.KITCHEN OPEN EVENINGS
CORNER OF CURTIS
AND FAIRVIEW
Our Lady D.J. will spin your favorite
dance tunes
The Mammoth
Hunters
on special
was~
now $'14.96
Websters
New Compact format
Dictionary
was~
now $2.95
AI""Ml"U
ourChrlstrnas books are here
1FtE.BOOKSTORE
.Juu8()ise Staht,,' University
